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IX. COMMUNICATION RESEARCH
A. MULTIPATH TRANSMISSION
Prof. L. B. Arguimbau R. H. Mondel R. D. Stuart
E. E. Manna C. K. H. Tsao
1. Speech and Music. Transatlantic Tests
As mentioned in the last Quarterly Progress Report, a new series of tests is to
be undertaken utilizing an elaborate triple diversity antenna system.
New receiving equipment based upon that used in last year's tests, but scaled down
to bandwidths of 12 kc/sec and 24 kc/sec, is being constructed. That portion of the
earlier equipment which is still applicable (audio amplifiers, expanders, and repair
circuits) is being reconditioned.
A study is being made of the problem of diversity reception of FM signals for the
purpose of developing suitable circuits for these tests.
L. B. Arguimbau, E. E. Manna, R. H. Mondel, C. K. H. Tsao
2. FM Receiver Design
A simplified FM receiver incorporating many of the features of the laboratory model
has already been designed. This is in the class of high quality communications receiv-
ers. An attempt is now being made to develop a low cost domestic receiver using the
same principles but with less stringent performance requirements. It is proposed to
modify an existing broadcast receiver by increasing the bandwidth of the discriminator,
adjusting the time constants of the limiter and discriminator, and modifying the fre-
quency response of the i-f amplifier. It may also prove necessary to add some form of
automatic gain control. However, an effort is being made to avoid any major alteration
or addition which would result in substantial increases in cost. These modifications
should produce better capture performance and a less critical tuning characteristic.
R. D. Stuart
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B. INVESTIGATION INTO THE POSSIBILITIES OF BANDWIDTH
REDUCTION IN TELEVISION
When transmitting a television picture, most of the time of transmission is not
utilized. A little information is concentrated in a few pulses which require a large
bandwidth. This fact derived from the statistical theory of information suggested
looking into some practical way of reducing the bandwidth.
One of the ways under investigation is to vary the velocity of the scanning spot
according to contrast so that when no contrast is encountered by the scanning spot on
the picture, the spot will move very fast and thus save time for the transients which
correspond to high contrast or concentrated information.
We intend that the quality of the received picture shall be as good as the regular TV
picture, but that unnecessary details will be avoided.
A typical signal shape of one line is being examined as a starting point in placing the
physical ideas on a quantitative basis.
R. W. Aboudi
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C. STATISTICAL THEORY OF COMMUNICATION
Prof. J. B. Wiesner Prof. Y. W. Lee P. E. Green, Jr.
Prof. W. B. Davenport, Jr. Prof. J. F. Reintjes A. J. Lephakis
Prof. R. M. Fano R. W. Aboudi R. M. Lerner
C. A. Desoer
1. Information Theory
a. Three classes of signals which in the limit achieve the maximum rate of
transmission
The noise in the channel under consideration is gaussian-distributed, additive to the
signal, and independent of the signal. The noise-power spectrum is supposed to be flat.
Let No be the noise power per cycle, and S the transmitter power.
Theorem
If the code used contains M different signals of duration T, if the output of the
detector consists of M numbers C 1, C2 .... , Ct , ... CM such that
C. = m.
1 1
(i= 1, 2 .... t - 1, t + 1 . . , M)
Ct= T) + mt
N t
where m i and mt are gaussian random variables of unit dispersion and the subscript t
refers to the signal actually transmitted, it is possible to achieve a rate of transmission
of information as close to the channel capacity as we wish, provided that the bandwidth
of W-co and T-co.
It is easily shown that the requirements of the theorem are fulfilled by:
(a) The orthogonal signals of energy ST
As particular cases of this class we have the PPM case (1) and the quantized FM
case (2). Band-limited signals may be represented as points in the 2TW dimensional
signal space; thus a signal is completely defined once the corresponding point is known.
(b) The vertices of a regular simplex whose center coincides with the origin of
coordinates
The regular simplex is the simplest regular polytope (3); in particular, the equi-
lateral triangle and the regular tetrahedron are regular simplexes in 2 and 3 dimensions,
respectively. In 2TW dimensional space a regular simplex has 2TW + 1 vertices.
(c) The vertices of a cross polytope whose center coincides with the original of
coordinates
The cross polytope is the second type of regular polytope; in particular, the square
and the octahedron are cross polytopes in 2 and 3 dimensions, respectively. In ZTW
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dimensional space a regular simplex has 4TW vertices.
Note added in proof: Case (a) was independently derived by R. M. Fano.
C. A. Desoer
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b. M.I.T. Digital Correlator
The digital correlator (1) has been placed in operation again, and modifications have
been made which have extended its low-frequency limit. In its original form, the corre-
lator can analyze signals having components in the frequency range of 100 cps to several
megacycles per second. With the new circuits, it is capable of analyzing signals that
have components in the range of 0 kc/sec to 15 kc/sec. Two major modifications were
required to obtain this feature: changes in the correlator itself, to enable it to respond
to the low frequencies, and construction of an external delay device to provide values of
T up to 1 or 2 sec.
In the correlator itself, it was necessary to insert an additional set of input circuits,
which are direct-coupled, and to alter the drift compensating circuit. The compensating
circuit is actuated by the output of the number generator and controls appropriate bias
voltages in preceding circuits in such a way as to maintain the average, over several
seconds, of the number-generator output at one-half of its maximum value. Proper
compensation will not occur if the averaging time is increased appreciably. The compen-
sator, therefore, tends to remove the slower variations in the input signal. This diffi-
culty will be resolved if the correlator input is periodically switched from the signal to
a standard voltage, and only the standard-voltage samples are used to actuate the
compensator. The standard-voltage samples may be taken either in place of signal
samples at regular correlator sampling times or between two signal samples. With the
former method a longer time is required to obtain a correlation curve because some of
the signal samples are sacrificed. However, this method has the advantage of simplicity
and consequently was the one selected; it is planned eventually to change to the latter in
order to utilize its speed advantage.
To obtain the larger values of - necessary for the analysis of low-frequency signals,
a 10-channel memory bank was constructed. A block diagram of the memory bank and
its connection to the correlator are shown in Fig. IX-1. The memory bank delays the
10-digit binary numbers which correspond to the amplitudes sampled in the A channel of
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Fig. IX-1
Block diagram of memory bank and its connection to correlator.
the correlator. Each of the ten delay channels consists of 200 static magnetic memory
units (2), connected in a shift-register type of circuit; two units are associated with each
of the 100 levels. The shift pulses are obtained from the correlator timing circuits and
occur at the correlator sampling rate. Each shift pulse causes the contents of the delay
channels to be transferred by one level. During the shifting process all stored pulses
are sent to the crossbar relays, which may be positioned to apply the pulses from any
one of the 100 levels to the output circuit. Stored pulses are lost when shifted out of the
last level.
The value of T for which a correlation point is computed is equal to the delay
between the pair of samples corresponding to the A and B numbers fed to the multiplier.
Circuits in the correlator are capable of providing delays of from 1 psec to approxi-
mately 10 msec. The memory bank provides delays equal to N times the correlator
sampling period, where N = 1, 2, ... ., 100. Since the minimum sampling period at
which the correlator operates is 2 msec, and values usually used are 2, 4, 8, or
16 msec, it is seen that the memory bank can easily give discrete delays up to the order
of 2 sec. The correlator delay circuits may be used to interpolate between increments
of delay available from the memory bank.
Figures IX-2 and IX-3 show correlation functions plotted by the machine. The 7
values of Fig. IX-2 and the 16-msec steps of Fig. IX-3 were obtained by means of the
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Fig. IX-3
Portions of autocorrelation function of the sum of two sinusoids having frequencies of 10 cps and 3.05 kc/sec.
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memory bank; the delay circuits of the correlator provided the 16-4sec steps of
Fig. IX-3.
W. H. Radford, J. T. deBettencourt,
A. J. Lephakis, M. L. Stone (Lincoln Laboratory), I. Uygur
Reference
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D. HUMAN COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS
Dr. L. S. Christie 0. G. Rogge J. B. Flannery
Dr. R. D. Luce S. C. Bedard L. N. Lindgren
J. Macy, Jr. E. S. Palmer
1. Experiment on the Effect of Change in Communication Networks
Experimental runs on the problem were completed this quarter. A large part of
the questionnaire data has been reduced to numbers for computation and is being
processed by the IBM Center of Analysis. The reduction of message data is continuing,
and the results will be presented in a later report.
L. S. Christie, R. D. Luce, J. Macy, Jr.
2. Incidental Learning in Task-Oriented Groups
Further data on the groups run in the action-quantized information collection experi-
ment reported previously (1) have been analyzed. The subjects were asked, following
their experimental experience, to draw all the links in the network they had been using.
They had not been told anything about the structure of the net prior to using it, and the
tasks they completed did not require learning the net for their successful completion.
Thus their reports of links present constitute evidence of incidental learning. It was
hypothesized that a major determiner of proportion of indirect (not to or from the node
in question) links correctly reported would be the number of messages received by a
node which imply the existence of such a link. Call the proportion reported p and the
number of evidential messages E. Tabulations of p, E value pairs for 300 subjects
(all subjects in symmetric link networks except the chain network) were made and an
empirical transformation, f(E), applied to the E values to linearize the relation
between E and p and to reduce the range of E to the unit interval. A correlation run
between p and f(E) gave the value, r = 0. 53. The report and evidence variables were
averaged by network position and a second correlation run between average p and
average f(E) giving the value, r = 0. 99. It is concluded that insofar as the structure of
the network has an influence on incidental knowledge of the structure of that net, the in-
fluence is mediated by the frequency of receipt of messages containing information from
which the existence of a particular link can be inferred. Whereas the variance of
network position mean report values is almost wholly accounted for by their relation
to network position mean evidence, only 28 percent of the variance of individual subject
report values is accounted for by their relation to individual subject evidence input.
Thus there are important sources of subject variability in addition to network position.
Subjects' reports of nonsymmetric links in two networks which contain such links,
alpha and pinwheel (2), were also compared with evidence received for their existence.
The small number of value pairs available and their small range made it impossible to
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run correlations. Plotted points for p vs f(E) show the frequency of report for non-
symmetric links to fall well below the frequency of report for symmetric links.
L. S. Christie
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E. REPLACEMENT OF VISUAL SENSE IN TASK OF OBSTACLE AVOIDANCE
Dr. C. M. Witcher
E. Ruiz de Luzuriaga
L. Washington, Jr.
The first model of the step-down detector has now been completed, and plans are now
being made for field tests by blind subjects at the Perkins Institution for the Blind.
These tests will probably begin in one or two months, after detailed drawings and blue
prints for the device have been completed in this laboratory. It is further planned to
produce a second model of the detector to serve both as a check on the original model
and as a starting point for the incorporation of obstacle-detection facilities into the
device. It should again be pointed out, for the sake of emphasis, that neither a step-
down detector nor an obstacle detector can individually serve as an adequate aid to
independent travel by the blind. The final form of travel aid must incorporate both step-
down and obstacle detection.
The final steps in the completion of the present model of the step-down detector
which have been carried out during the quarter now ending include: (1) design and con-
struction of the alarm actuating circuit, (2) design and construction of the alarm stimu-
lator, (3) redesign of the amplifier with an extra stage to obtain more gain, and
(4) replacement of the original type of photo cell by a new type which is much smaller
and more efficient.
The alarm actuating circuit design was accomplished as a thesis project by E. R.
Luzuriaga, and details of its operation are given in his thesis, available from this lab-
oratory. Essentially, it consists of a type CK5672 subminiature pentode connected as
an amplifier stage with a relay as its plate load. This tube is biased beyond cutoff at all
times during which a signal is being received by the device. When the signal is inter-
rupted for any time greater than 0. 07 sec (as it is when the field of view of the receiving
lens passes over a step-down), plate current flows and the alarm relay operates. If the
interruption of the signal is only momentary (i.e. 0. 07 to 0. 50 sec), the alarm relay
remains closed for a period of about 0. 75 sec, an interval which is thought to be suf-
ficient for a distinct alarm stimulus. If the signal is interrupted for longer periods (as
in the case of deep dropoffs or flights of stairs), the alarm relay alternately closes and
opens for intervals of approximately 0. 3 sec to 0.4 sec. It is felt that this type of
behavior serves to provide a more emphatic type of alarm.
The alarm stimulator consists of a small solenoid with a spring-loaded plunger which
is rigidly fastened to one end of the handle of the detector. When no current is flowing
through the solenoid, the outer end of the plunger rests against a screw, which can be
adjusted to control the length of stroke. When the alarm relay is closed, a pulsating
current is fed to the solenoid from the interrupter contacts of the source vibrator
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described in the Quarterly Progress Report for July, 1952. This results in a recipro-
cating action of the plunger, and the vibration of the whole solenoid assembly is con-
ducted to the handle of the device, thus producing a very distinct sensation in the hand of
the user. (The pulsation frequency is, as may be recalled, about 15 pps.) The handle
and alarm stimulator assembly are insulated mechanically from the housing of the
device by means of rubber grommets.
In order to provide signals of sufficient voltage to insure cutoff bias of the alarm
actuator tube even when the reflecting qualities of the terrain are very poor, it was
necessary to redesign the amplifier to provide considerably more gain. An additional
stage (type CK512 AX subminiature pentode voltage amplifier) yielded approximately
25-db added gain, which was more than adequate. To facilitate optimum gain adjust-
ment a gain control has been included in our most recent amplifier.
The new type of PbS photo cell now incorporated in the detector derives its greatly
increased efficiency from the fact that its dimensions are so small that its entire surface
is illuminated by the image produced by the receiving lens. Its length (in a direction
parallel to the axis of rotation of the transmitting light source) is approximately 0.25
inch, and its width is only 0. 040 inch.
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F. COMMUNICATION BIOPHYSICS
Prof. W. A. Rosenblith
W. J. McGill
1. Neural Responses to Pairs of Acoustic Clicks: A Statistical Interpretation
(This is the abstract of a paper presented by W. J. McGill at the meetings of the
American Physiological Society at New Orleans, September 4-6, 1952.)
Responses to acoustic clicks were recorded by wire electrodes at the round window
and at the bulla of cats. These responses have at least two neural components. The
research reported deals with the first (in time) neural component N 1 . The amplitude
of N 1 is reduced in the response to the second of a pair of clicks separated by 200 msec
or less. The amount of this reduction depends on the intensities of the two clicks and
the time interval between clicks. Families of recovery curves have been obtained
showing the amplitude of N 1 as a joint function of the time interval and the intensity of
the conditioning click. It is assumed that N1 results from the summated activity of large
numbers of neural units. If the behavior of these units is statistical, i.e. if there is
only a probability that a given unit will respond to a click of fixed intensity, the recovery
of response probability in a single unit can be deduced under certain conditions. This
recovery curve has been computed at one intensity of the test click. However, there are
systematic small deviations between the recovery data and the predicted recovery curve.
These deviations lead ultimately to the hypothesis that at least two populations of neural
units contribute to N 1 . The intensity function for amplitude of N 1 has been determined.
This function appears to have two components. In addition, differences in amplitude of
the N1 component of the response to condensation and rarefaction clicks have been
demonstrated. These experimental results lend weight to the two-population hypothesis.
W. A. Rosenblith with W. J. McGill (Harvard Psycho-Acoustic Laboratory)
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G. NEUROPHYSIOLOGY
J. Y. Lettvin
B. Howland
P. Wall
W. H. Pitts
The mapping of sources and sinks of current in the central nervous system has been
followed in two ways. First we have taken the data of Campbell on the spinal cord and
of Lorente de No on the hypoglossus nucleus and are subjecting them to the same
analysis we applied to our own. Because both studies were concerned with potential
distribution, the position of the recording points was determined with enough accuracy
to allow further computation. Second, we have constructed a ten-channel amplifier and
high-speed electronic switch for essentially simultaneous recording from ten points
through the depth of the cortex. (The cord can be treated, within limits, as a stable
system so that sequential records to constant stimuli can be regarded as contemporane-
ous, but this is not true of the cortex.) However, since the cortex exhibits radial sym-
metry in planes parallel to the surface, a single multipolar microelectrode introduced
orthogonal to the surface can be made interpretable by exciting an input having a wide
distribution in cortex. The great difficulty in the project is constructing the electrode.
We hope to solve this problem within the next few months.
We have also examined the effects of electrotonus from subthreshold square waves
in the first bifurcations of dorsal root fibres (as recorded by dorsal root potentials in
passive roots) and will be able to discuss the matter soon.
*This section has been supported in part by the Bell Telephone Laboratories, Incorpo-
rated.
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H. DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF VOICELESS STOP CONSONANTS
Prof. M. Halle
C. P. Smith
The stop consonants p, t, k, b, d, g, are speech sounds that are characterized by
a sudden burst of energy preceded either by a short period of silence or by a mere
vibration of the vocal bands (the voice bar period of "Visible Speech"). The duration of
stop consonants is quite short (we have found some as short as 12 msec). How-
ever, when followed by a pause, e.g. at the end of a sentence, they are considerably
lengthened, and durations up to 100 msec are not at all uncommon.
Because of the laborious way in which results have been obtained, we are unable to
present but a fraction of the data that would be necessary to establish significant sta-
tistics. However, in view of the fact that our results agree with previous work and are
given in quantitative form, we felt it appropriate to publish a preliminary report of our
findings.
The sample of speech studied was a tape recording of Russian syllables spoken by a
single speaker in which each of the stops preceded and followed the vowels i, e, a, o, u.
Russian was chosen because Russian voiceless stops are not aspirated in initial position.
In order to delineate the amplitude "envelope" of the speech signal as a function of
time, a set of single-tuned filters was used to divide the voice spectrum into thirty-two
frequency bands. (The analyzer is described by AFCRL Technical Report E5074,
C. P. Smith: A Speech Analyzer and Detector System, June 1951.) Each filter was
followed by a full-wave rectifier. These "raw" rectified signals were summed in four
sets comprising the frequency bands 200 cps to 800 cps, 800 cps to 1750 cps, 1750 cps
to 3500 cps, 3500 cps to 7000 cps, with skirt selectivity of 6 db/octave. After sum-
mation, RC integrators were used to "smooth" the envelope fluctuations, with choice of
1 msec, 3 msec, or 10 msec time-constants. For the present work the shortest time-
constant was used.
The time segment corresponding to a given stop consonant was ascertained by
drawing overlays of the oscillograms produced by the speech sound in the four bands, and
by comparing them with sound spectrograms. In Fig. IX-4 a typical set of oscillograms
is shown stacked vertically and aligned with a common horizontal time axis on the
bottom trace; the markers represent 5-msec intervals. There is no segmentation
problem with this particular sound; however, the voiced stops present a more difficult
problem, particularly with regard to the lowest band (200 cps to 800 cps) where a strong
component, due to vibration of the vocal chords, precedes the explosion of the stop and
continues through to the vowel. With this class of sounds the "voicing" often obscures
the onset of the stop and makes an exact determination of the length of the stop sound in
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the lowest band very difficult. For this
reason, we are omitting our data on the
voiced stops until some of these points
are clarified.
The speech sound "envelopes" in the
four frequency bands were displayed on
a dc oscilloscope and photographed with
a Dumont-Fairchild scope camera. The
film was developed, and the oscillograms
measured by projecting them on to a
horizontal surface, thereby enlarging
the 35-mm film by 18 times. Measure-
ments of the peak amplitude, duration of
the sound, time from beginning to peak,
and intensity of the sound were then made.
The time and amplitude scales were cali-
brated by inserting timing and amplitude
calibration signals on the film as the
pictures were made. The area under the
curve was measured with a planimeter.
Thus four sets of data corresponding to
outputs of the four filter bands were obtained for each syllable (cf. Fig. IX-5).
The four areas for a given sound represent the approximate frequency spectrum. On
an octave basis, the lowest band corresponds to two units (200 cps to 800 cps), and the
other bands to one unit each. Using this as a basis, we computed the frequency centroid
and the second and third moments about the frequency centroid.
The duration of the stop sounds divides them into two distinct classes: the compact
Fig. IX-4
Oscillograms of the syllable ka. The four
traces represent the outputs of the filter
bands with the lowest band at the bottom.
5-msec markers are displayed beneath
the oscillograms.
stop k is of longer duration than either of the two diffuse stops E and t:
initial position final position
E from 13 rnsec to 43 msec from 22 msec to 70 msec
i from 18 rnsec to 40 msec from 36 msec to 81 msec
k from 70 rnsec to 80 msec from 117 msec to 141 msec
The maximum duration was taken when the duration of the bands differed. (For expla-
nation of the terms "compact" and "diffuse ll and other linguistic terms, see R. Jakobson,
C. G. M. Fant and M. Halle, llPreliminaries to Speech Analysis,ll Technical Report
No. 13, Acoustics Laboratory, M.LT. 1952.)
It has often been observed that k is louder, more intense than either E or 1. For
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Fig. IX-5
Frequency vs relative intensity "spectra" of stops. The horizontal axis represents frequency in
octaves above 200 cps. The vertical axis shows the relative outputs of the four filters. The data
summarized in (a) are for stops followed by vowels, in (b) for stops preceded by vowels.
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The duration of voiceless stops. The vertical axis represents
time. The graph shows that k is always longer than either p or t.
short bursts of noise (and stop sounds fit this description fairly well), intensity and
duration have been shown to be interchangeable. (G. A. Miller: The Perception of
Short Bursts of Noise, J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 20, 160-170, 1948.) Hence it seems quite
plausible that the perception of k as louder and more intense than either p or t is due
to its longer duration (cf. Fig. IX-6).
We had originally thought that the second moment would be a parameter for dis-
tinguishing compact from diffuse stops. However, we were unable to find any interesting
correlation between the second moment and our phoneme classes.
The centroid and the third moment about the centroid vary in a very similar fashion
(cf. Fig. IX-7). Either of them could serve the purpose of distinquishing p from t;
however, it appears that the centroid is the more convenient measure. As shown in
Fig. IX-8, the centroid of p is always lower than that of t, provided that the adjacent
vowel be the same in both cases.
All phonemes, but especially k, reflect the influence of the following vowel. The
centroid is always lower if the stop is followed by a grave vowel (u, o) than if it is
followed by an acute vowel (i, e). It might thus be said that the articulation of the vowel
is anticipated in the production of the consonant. It is significant that the difference is
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greater in the case of k than in p and t, for the distinction between the latter two is
made on the basis of the location of the centroid and, therefore, it is necessary that they
remain well separated. In k where no such requirement exists, the variations are quite
large. No comparable influence was observed in the syllables in which the vowel pre-
ceded the stop. This might be ascribed to the fact that the stop is separated from a pre-
ceding vowel by a period of silence lasting about 100 msec.
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I. TRANSIENT PROBLEMS
Prof. E. A. Guillemin F. Ba Hli E. F. Bolinder
Dr. M. V. Cerrillo Dr. F. M. Reza
1. On Basic Existence Theorems in Network Theory
Work in connection with the establishment of some basic theorems in the theory of
networks has been continued. A complete progress report was prepared for the present
issue. Because of its length, the article will appear as a technical report.
This report contains Part IV of the series of notes prepared in connection with the
subject above. It contains some theoretical discussion on the propagation of pulses on
finite, passive, and discrete networks. The main features of the report are:
a. Necessary and sufficient conditions for a transfer function to be rational.
b. Theoretical consideration of density distribution functions associated with spike-
like pulses.
c. Heuristic analysis of spike-like pulses.
d. Extraction of rational transfer functions from the density distribution function
associated with a given pulse.
e. Tolerances and ringing.
f. The question of the minimum number of elements in connection with the synthesis
of a network for pulse propagation.
This material will appear in Technical Report No. 246, entitled "On the Propagation
of Impulses - Part IV. "
M. V. Cerrillo
2. Study of Convergence Phenomena Associated with the Propagation of Impulses
Through Finite Networks
Work has been continued on the direct application of the ideas expressed above in
connection with the propagation of impulses to the synthesis of networks. During the
last three months, extensive numerical computation work has been done.
F. Ba Hli, M. V. Cerrillo
3. Frequency-Modulation Transients
The preparation of section 6 of Technical Report No. 246 has been continued. It
concerns the establishment of the tolerances and probable error in the theory of impulse
propagation.
Work has also been done in connection with some basic theorems for the study of
frequency modulation transients.
E. F. Bolinder, M. V. Cerrillo
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4. Introductory Study of the Structure of Passive Networks
Introduction
A great deal of the valuable work done in network theory is aimed at the problem of
synthesizing a network from an algebraic description of its properties. Comparatively
little is known about the structural aspects of networks and, in particular, about the
relations between structural form and analytical description. The present work is being
undertaken in an effort to clarify some of these relationships. Although at present only
very elementary connections are known, it is hoped that questions like the following may
be answered in the future.
a. Under what circumstances can RLC networks be built up in a "canonical" form
without unity mutual coupling? (The Bott and Duffin procedure, of course, gives one
answer to this question, but further insight would be desirable.)
b. When may an RLC network be formed by a transformation from a lossless
structure?
c. What are the connections between the pole-zero configurations of the impedances
and the structure of the network?
d. What connections exist between the structure of a network and its magnitude and
phase characteristics?
The answers to such questions may also throw light on the problem of obtaining
equivalent networks. For the present, consideration will be limited to driving-point
impedances.
Part I
Foster's reactance theorem (1) states that a driving-point reactance function has
simple poles and zeros alternating on the imaginary axis of the frequency plane. Such
reactance is synthesized in a series or parallel combination of a number of simple par-
allel or series LC circuits.
The merit of Foster's theorem lies in the fact that it suggests a canonical network
representation for driving-point reactances. It shows a correspondence between the
network configuration of a class of realizable functions and the geometry of their poles
and zeros. The addition of proper pairs of poles and zeros to a reactance function does
not affect the general shape of its configuration except for the number of LC circuits and
their element values. It is further noticed that driving-point reactances form some-
thing analogous to a group; by this it is meant that if F 1 (\) and F 2 (X) are driving-point
reactances, then F 1 [F?(X) is also a driving-point reactance.
From this consideration it seems natural to investigate those physically realizable
driving-point impedances whose poles and zeros are alternating on a general curve (C)
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in the complex frequency plane. The first step in that direction, perhaps, would be to
investigate the nature of the curve (C) and the corresponding network as a generalization
of Foster's reactance theorem; in other words, to find the curves (C) which are the loci
of poles and zeros of driving-point impedance functions which preserve the alternance
property and the half-plane symmetry as in Foster's case. Such a curve, by a proper
frequency transformation, may be transformed into the imaginary axis. The corre-
sponding network must be of such a nature as to lead to a lossless structure under some
suitable, continuous frequency transformation. If F(k) is the reactance of this lossless
structure, then one may write
n
F(X) = AX + 2
I X + 311 1
Our immediate problem is to find the most general frequency transformation which
preserves Foster's alternance and preserves or switches the upper and lower half-
planes. For each pair of poles or zeros, +jo k of F(X), there is a corresponding group of
pairs of poles and zeros of the impedance functions, F [f(s)] = Z(s), obtained by the fre-
quency transformation, X = f(s). The pairs of poles or zeros of Z(s) corresponding to the
X plane pair +jwk are given by the equations
f(s) = p(s) 
-
q(s) ±jwk
The necessary and sufficient condition that all roots of p(s) + jwk q(s) = 0 remain on one
side of the real axis, is obtained by the application of Fujiwara's theorem, known also
as Hurwitz' theorem (2). This theorem leads to the fact that when and only when p(s)
and q(s) have their zeros simple and alternating on the real axis, all the zeros of p(s) +
jok q(s) = 0 remain in one side of the real axis as long as the point jWk of the X plane
remains in one side of the real axis in the X plane. Obviously the corresponding group
of pairs of poles and zeros of Z(s) are complex except for wk = 0 or oo. For example,
let
2
f(s) s2 + 4s
s+2
which represents an RL circuit. Then
s2 + s(4 + jwk) + j2W k = 0
has its two roots in the lower left half-plane. These roots vary continuously as the point
jwk varies continuously on the imaginary axis of the X plane.
This result could be summarized in the following statement: Assume F(k) to be
the general LC driving-point reactance, and f(s) a general RL or RC driving-point
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impedance. Then F [f(s)] is the most general Foster-like driving-point impedance.
Note that F(X) determines the number of component blocks of F[f(s)] and their com-
parative values (Fig. IX-9), while f(s) determines the structure of the arms of each
block. Once f(s) is determined, the structure of each block is outlined. From then on,
the addition of proper poles and zeros to F[f(s)] would merely add similarly constructed
blocks to the associated network.
Locus for poles and zeros
When the point jwk of the X plane traverses the imaginary axis from -jcc to +joo, the
corresponding group of points in the s plane are bound by the equations
p(s) ± jwk q(s) = 0
keeping in mind that f(s) = [p(s)/q(s)] is of one of the following forms:
n
f(s) = a + ak RC Case
1
n
f(s) = a + RL Case
1
Replacing s by x + iy in the equation Re [f(s)] = 0, the poles and zeros of Z(s) in the
RC and RL cases are given respectively by the following equations:
a+ 2 = 0 RC Case
1 (n + ak) y
- ak(y2 + x + akx)
a +2 = 0 RL Case1 (x + a 2 + y
These curves, which are obtained by the aforementioned transformations of the imagi-
nary axis, could be referred to as generalized Foster loci.
For the most simple cases (straight lines and circle) the corresponding functions are
tabulated below. The functions F(X) are of LC type, and the functions f(s) are of RC or
RL type.
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Special case Driving-point impedance Locus(C) Network Structure
f(s) = or as F(a) or F(as) x = 0 LC
s \s!
A A1 1F(k) = A Xl or Af(s) o(s) s) y = 0 RL or RCf (s)
f(s) 1 or al(s + a1 ) F or F al(s + al) x = -a RLC
as asf(s) as F a cs) circle RLC
a + cs a + cs
For example, in the last case the poles and zeros are alternating on a circle passing
through the origin. Each block of the network is of the form shown in Fig. IX- 10. A
numerical example is given by the function
2
Z(s) = s(s + 2)(s + 2s + 2)
(s + s + 1)(s + 3s + 3)
The poles and zeros are alternating on the circle (x + 1) + y = 1. This circle
could be easily transformed into the imaginary axis by the nonphysical transformation,
s = X/ [1 - (/2)] . This transformation obviously introduces negative elements, but it
would not be a drawback since the inverse transformation X = s/ [1 + (s/2)] is a physical
one. The impedance would be transformed into
F(X) = X(X + 4)
(3 + 1) ( + 3)
Concluding Remarks
Assume the curve (C) to be a generalized Foster locus. There exists a frequency
transformation f(s) which transforms the imaginary axis into curve (C). Now let us con-
sider n impedances Z 1 (s), Z 2 (s), ..... Zn(s) to be of the same class. (All impedances
of the aforementioned type which have their poles and zeros on the same curve (C) are
said to be of the same class.) Any series/parallel combination of Z 1 , Z 2, . . . . . Zn still
leads to a network of the same class. The reason is rather evident, since similar
series/parallel combinations when applied to the corresponding lossless structures
F 1 (X), F Z(X), .... Fn(X) of Z1 Z2 ... , Zn would still lead to a lossless structure. The
latter, when transformed by the f(s) which corresponds to (C), will lead to an impedance
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Fig. IX-11
Fig. IX-9
A typical component block of F [f(s)]
(a) Poles and zeros of the function treated in the
numerical example. (b) Poles and zeros of the same
function obtained after frequency transformation.
L2 k 1/3h
c I
SC2k 2k
2/32 3/4 f 2R, 1/4f
Fig. IX-10
A typical component block of F [as/(a + cs)]
Fig. IX-12
Canonical network configuration of the function
treated in the numerical example.
L2 k f(S)
C2k f(s)
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with poles and zeros properly located on (C). This property suggests a canonical form
in correspondence to each class of aforementioned generalized loci. For example, all
series/parallel combinations of the class of driving-point impedances corresponding to
the circular locus of Fig. IX-11 would have the canonical structure made up of blocks,
as shown in Fig. IX-12.
The series/parallel combination of two networks of different classes leads to a new
network not generally of either class. The converse problem of determining the com-
ponent classes which compose any general impedance function is a complicated one and
is not undertaken at present. Without having any conclusive answer to this generalized
problem it appears that physically realizable driving-point impedances are made up by
combining generalized Foster impedances of different classes.
F. M. Reza
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